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PREFACE 

Energy is cne of the prerequisites fer rural development in developing countries 
while~ at the same ti~e. a worldwide scarcity cf the traditional energy resource~ 

of the industrial era is i:·,!l,inent. 

~any governments of de~c~oping countries have realised the huge potential of hydr~ 

power, a sc far ~ostly unta~pe~ ~ene~able energy resource not only in the megawat: 
range, but also on a 5mall s.:ale (10- lOG kW), which seems the most appropriate 
for rural village electrification. It is mostly cost that has stood in the way c

speedy and large scale developn~nt of small hydro power potentials. Imported an~ 

sophisticated equipment becomes costlier and costlier and is in most cases not 1 

econrnni:ally feasible. This applies mostly to hydraulic equipment such as water 

turbines, accessories anc governing devices. The case is different for alterno:c 

and switchgear which are produced in great number in industrialised countries ar( 

are the~efore rplatively cheap 

Experience in i;q,al shov:s that it is possible to reduce costs of hydro electdc 

generation projects vast~y ty rrinimising civil engineering and structural works 
and by ;.rcdJci~g nyarau~~: Eauipments in local workshops with simple designs ar 

technu: O::J) • 

Nonavailability of a simple mechanical governor has long been a major obstacle ; 

imp1em~nting small hydr.:. projects with acceptable standards of safety. The Swi~,'; 

Assc:iation for Technical Assistance, HELVETAS, in Zurich has sponsored a projec• 
to develop a simple go~ernor that would be sufficiently accurate and reliable 
and could be manufactured ty local workshops in Nepal. The work was undertaken 
by !·iessrs. H. Scheuer, A. Kilchmann and H. Jaeckle at the Institute of Hydraulic~ 
under Prof. Dr. B. Chaix of the Swiss Federal University of Technology (ETH) at 
Zurich, S~itzerland, with the financial assistance of Service Overseas. Stuttgar• 

Field ir.fcnmation ar.d criteria for desigr. were supplied by Balaju Yantra Shala (~, 

Ltd. BYS, Nepal, where a prototype ~as built and tested in early 1979. The gover

nor was designed for operating the gate of a Cross Flow Turbine (Banki), but may 

in fact be utilised on the &lew regulator of any turbine. Because of a lack of 
other ces1g~s of simple gc~ernors end due to successful testing and introtucticr. 
cf this gcverncr in Nepa1, it was decided to prepare a instruction manual that rf 

enable ether crga~isations and-individuals to adapt this governor to t~eir own 
needs ar;:: in:prQ'.'e it L;:·ther as a ccr:"':ri::.,ution to the design of sir:;plE: but re

lia~~e h1draulic e~uip~en~ for s~r11 e1cctricity generation units. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For the control of hydraulic turbine used for electricity generation, there are 
basically two possibilities: 

a) load control, where the flow of water through the turbine is kept constant 
and where therefore the load has te be kept constant within tolerable 
limits. This is achieved today mainly with electronic controllers that 
switch any part of the load not consumed by the regular circuit into a 
ballast circuit thus keeping the total load on the turbine-alter·nator 
set constant; 

b) flow control, of which the governor described here is an example and where 
the volume of water flowing through the turbine is adjusted depending on 
the load on the turbine-generator set. 

Beth systems keep the speed of the turbine within tolerable limits which, in turn, 
results in a voltage and frequency of the generator that. remains \-Jithin a 
specified range. 

There exist virtually dozens of de£igns of governing devices for flow control. 
Most are complex, costly, difficult to manufacture for a not specialised workshop 
and really more accurate than would be required for a village ~lectrification 
scheme on a small scale. 

For the sake of simplicity, the governor presented here was designed as 
proportional governor, where each part load on the generator results in a respec
tive speed of the turbine, remaining within ± 10% max. of rated speed, e.g. rated 
speed + 10% at no load and rated speed - 10% at full load. This relatively large 
speed variation ascertains good stability of the system. Initial experience shows 
that it may be possible to .. reduce speed variation to± 5% and still maintain 
sufficient stability. 
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2. DESCRIPTION or THE SYSTE."'1 

A mechanical-hydraulic type of governing system was chosen. The working medium is 

water in a open circuit with the working pressure supplied by the head of the tur
bine installation. The device consists of the following .components : (refer to 
Fig. 1 ) 

1. Flyball assembly (~entrifugal pendulum) 
2. Throttle I pilot valve system 
3. Lever linkage 
4. ~ervo cylinder ~ith closing spring 
5. Turtine flow regulator (gate) 
6. Water supply line with filter 
7. Rotating masses (flywheel etc.) 

Alternator 

H =Head 
Q = Flow volume 
Po= Pressure b-rto~e throttle 
P1= Pressure after throtlle 
N = Turbine speed 
0 = No load 
F = Full load 

I Head race level 
--- !L.- -- --- --. -·· --- -- - --·· --- -

_ ;fig.J :Schematic of generating set with governor 
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FLrEALL ASSEMBLY 

The centrifugal pendulum is directly n1ounted on the turbine shaft and serves 
as a tachometer. The flyball mass will shift a pushrod against a spring de
pending of turbine speed. Thus for each turbine speed (within t 10?~ of rated 
speed) there is a re~pective position of the flyball-pushrod. This position 
may be altered by varying the pretension of the flyball assembly spring. · 
This is used for the adjustment of the nominal speed when the governor is 
tuned initially. 

Turbine shaft 

s 

I 
I 
-Lever Pivot 

Fig. 2 Schematic :Fly ball assembly 

b 
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THROTTLE / PILOT VALVE SYSTEM 

The principal function of these components is to vary the water pressure in 
the servo cylinder as required by varying load conditions of the turbine. Hater, 
under the static head of the installation is brought in a separate pipe to the 
governor; it passes first through the throttle and is discharged into the 
turbine pit through the pilot valve. Between throttle and pilot valve, the 
hydraulic cylinder is connected to the system as indicated in fig. 3. 

Tonk 

Throttle with 
cross sectional area Ao 

Servo cylinder/ .. 

Po-= Pressure before throttle 
P1 = Pressure on servo cylinder piston 

I Drain ~f leak 
t past p1ston 

·Pilot valve 
with variable 
discharge area At 

p2: 0 

Water discharge 

Fig. 3: Schematic of Throttle/pilot valve system 

The pressure P1 may be varied by varying the discharge area A2 in the pilot valve. 
The shape of the pilot valve piston is designed such that the characteristic of 
P0 /P1 over the stroke of the pilot valve is linear, thus making it possible to get 
a speed and load defined pressur~ P1, acting on the servo cylinder if the pilot 
valve piston is connected via a lever linkage to the flyball/pushrod. 

1 
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LEVER LINKAGE 

The lever as indicated in Fig. 4 serves to transmit the reaction of the 
flyball assembly when turbine speed changes to the pilot valve piston. The 
flyball spring is attached to the same lever, to counteract the flyball 
effect. As mentioned in para. 2.1, the nominal posttion of the flyball 
pushrod may be adjusted cy a arrangement of varying the spring tension. 
Another arrangement shown in fig. 4 serves to adjust the position of the 
pilot valve piston in relation to the flyball pushrod position. 

Spring Fly ball assembly J 
· tstrokeX 

I 
I 

Lever! Fulcrum 

fig. 4: Lever linkage <schematic) 

2.4 SERVO CYLINDER / CLOSING SPRING 

Pilot valve 

! Stroke x, 

--...;Adjustment 
, ot pilot valve 

working point 

Thfs is the actual power component of the governor that moves the turbine 
regulator as cormanded by the flyball assembly. Hydraulic forces act in the 
direction of opening the turbine gate only while forces required for closing 
are supplied by a helical compression spring. In the stat1c state, as long 
as no load and therefore no speed changes occur, hydraulic forces in the 
cylinder and spring forces are in balance, keeping the turbine gate in a 
speed (load) defined posi~ion. It is necessary to be able to adjust the 
gate position initially. 
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As shown in fig. 5, an arrangement is therefore made to vary the 
spring tension. 

• Closing spri 

To pilot valve Flow regulator ot turbine 

Fig. 5: Schematic of servo cylinder/closing spring arraogn·1ent 

2.5 TURBINE FLOW REGULATOR 

The gate of the turbine for which the governor was initially designed, 
has a physical shape as indicated in fig. 5. Any other design of the 
flow regulator is however possible, if the hydraulic forces acting on 
it remain within limits. Big forces required to move the gate have a 
direct bearing on the size of servo cylinder and closing spring. With 
a unduly lat~ge cylinder, governor action may be intolerably sl01·1. 

2.6 WATER SUPPLY LINE WITH FILTER 

In most situations it will be necessary to filter the water that is 
used in the governor. A simple basket strainer type of filter was used 
so far. The basket consisting of very fine meshed stainless steel 
gauze has to be removed manually for cleaning. Any particle of foreign 
matter having a size of over 0.04 mm should be removed from the water 
to avoid abrasion or jamming of the pilot valve. Filter pressure re
quired is between 2 and 3 meters. The filtered water is collected in a 
tank of approx. 100 1-t volume from where a 50 mm HOPE pipe brings water 
to the governor. Several stop valves are incorporated in the 
installation to make cleaning of the filter, flushing of the line after 
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cleaning and "switching on" of the governor possible. The separate governor 
supply line also pr~vents shock waves that may occur in the penstock pipe fron~ 

adversely affecting the governor perfonnance. 

Over tlow 

l 
TANK 

Flush valve 

"' , ''~overnor 
',''~ .... 

•ON/OFF' SWITCH'' 
(in power house) 

Fig.6: Schematic of governor supply system 

2,7 ROTATING MASSES 

In a system using a flow control governor, a flywheel is usually incorporated. 
The totality of rotating mass consists then of the.following parts : turbine 
rotor, transmission com~onents such as pulleys and belts or gears of a geat· 
box, flywheel, coupling and rotor of the alternator. The value of these ro
tating masses may be expressed as the GD2 in units of kg m2 usually reduced to 
the shaft with highest speed, e.g. all masses revolving at lower speed have to 
be multiplied by the inverse speed ratio and. may then be added to the masses 
revolving at highest speed (usually 1500 RPM). 

If a turbine set to work at a certain load, is suddenly relieved to no-load 
or part-load, or is inversely· loaded from part-load to full-load, the governor 
cannot in an instant move the flow regulator to the new position called for by 
the change of load, because the piston of the servo-cylinder moves with a 
definite velocity and requires a definite time to travel-agiven stroke. A 
transitory state accur5, during which the ~ower generated by the turbine rotor 
is higher (or lower in the case of load increase) than the output of the alter
nator. ihe surplus (deficiency) energy is taken up (supplied) by the revolving 
masses of the set which are being accelerated (retarded). Momentarily the set 
acquires higher (lower) speed which is later brought to a defined value by the 
governor. The maximum deviation ft·om the initial speed is depending on the 
percentage of load being switched, tr1e totali~ of rotati'ng masses inherent in 
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the set and the characteristics of the governor. For the same permissible· 
maximum speed deviation, a set of higher output requires a bigger rotating 
mass··and values of G02 for the rotating mass of 1 - lfi kg m2"IkW have been 
found to be acceptable in tests with this simple governor. 

The flywheel effect is lessened by such factors as high head and relatively 
long lengths of penstock, because in such cases pressure changes may be con
siderable. Calculatfons for the required flywheel effect (GD2) b~come rather 
complex and exceed th.e scope of this manual. The serious reader may refer to 
relevant literature on hydraulic turbines such as "Water Power Engineering" 
by H.K. Barrmvs, published by McGraw Hill, p. 549 ff. 

3, DETERMINING CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF THE SYSTEt'1 AND ITS CaviPONENTS 

Characteristics of flyball assc~bly, throttle/pilot valve system and flow regu
lator forces are interdependent and have to be matched to get a functioning governor. 
In order to be able to select such standard elements as hydraulic cylinders, tension 
spring (flybail) and compression spring {gate closure), these characteristic curves 
have to be worked out. 

3,1 FLYBALL ASSB1BLY PuSHROD FORCES 

A force/stroke di agramme is drawn first of for.ces on the pushrod du~ to the 
flyball effect (centrifugal forces). This may be done by measuring the 
forces at various pushrod positions at constant speed. Ideally, 3 curves 
are established at rated speed (N), N + 10% (max. speed) and N- 10% (min. 
speed). The relation of pushrod forces and speed may be expressed by the 
equation Fp = m . r • w2 

where FP is the force on the pushrod, m is the rotating mass, r is the radius 
of rotation and w2 is the angular velocity squared; by measuring the character
istic curve of the flyball pushrod assembly at any speed, curves for ether 
speeds may be extrapolated since m and r remain identical at identical push -
rod positions. To get a speed-defined position of the flyball pushrod, a 
spring has to counteract the flyba11 forces. To determine the c-value of 
this spring, the point of fu11 load (N - 10%) is connected with the point 
of no load (N + 10%) in the characteristic diagramme of the flyball assembly 

I{ 
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as shown in fig. 7. The spring characteristic so determined has still to be 
corrected for the lever ratio between flyball assembly and spring, as will be 
shown later on. 

Fx(N) 
Force on 
push rod 

+ I 
I 
I 

+-----~------- -~--
1 ~./I I 

I ~ l 
i. I ~!i~g charocterisl~7~// 

I 

N 

/ . --+------- N- 1o•;. 

Fx1 -!--+-· -------
: I 
! I • __ :_ ____ j_ __ _ 
' j 

---------f!~!Jioo. X (mm) 

I Full load positon X1 No load position X2 Pushrod position!strci-<'t?1 

. . . , ( F )(2 -F X' ) N 
Sprmg charactensttc C = =-

(X2 - X 1 ) mm 

Fig. 7: Characteristic diagramme of flyball pushoq 
The speed/stroke diagramme may now be drawn with the uncorrected c-value of 
the spring as shown in fig. 8, with pushrod positions taken from fig. 7. 

Speed 

N .,o•;. . ._.~ 
I 
\ 
I 

N(roted I 
speed) 1 I 

N-10'1. I ! t 1 I 
L ----······--------- --------+1---... .-.. Pushrod position (str o:,e 

' Fulllood No load 
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3.2 OPERATING FORCES ON FLOri REGUU..TOR 

These are optimally measured on a turbine under operation at various gate 
positions. The characteristic curve needs to be regular although not linear. 
For an irregular characteristic where the same operating force is required at 
different openings, this simple governing system would not work properly and 
such a f1ow regulator would have to be redesigned. Fig. 9 gives an idea how 

a gate characteristic may look like. 

Operating 
force 

0 Q-®:Acceptable 

CD~~ (01.1-2_) :Not 
® Acc.ptable 

Closed 0 en 
Stroke on pushrod 

Fig.9: Diagramm of flow regulator; forces 

If a turbine gate is reliably selfclosing and rather linear in characteristic, 
it is possible to make a design without closing spring. In such a case, the 
servo cylinder wculd work against the forces of the gate when load changes 
occur and forces would balance against each other under constant load condi
tions. In all other cases, a closing spr'ing is required and the spring 
characteristic is imposed on the gate characteristic, resulting in the 
required servo cylinder characteristic curve as illustrated in fig. 10. 
However, dimensioning of servo cylinder diameter and spring will still have 
to wait till the pilot val~e is designed. 
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(closing) 
+ 

I 

- I 
(opening) f 
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~-- Fs +Fg=Op~ning forces 
required of servo cylinder 

I 
I 
I 

Opeq =full load 

I 

Push rod stroke-

Fig.10: Flow regulator forces diagra nme 

3.3 DESIGN OF THROTTLE / PILOT Vf.J...VE SYSTEM 

~ith pressure av~ilable in the syst~m (Po) given and an assumed orifice dia
meter (Ao) cf the throttle, the shape of the pilot valve piston - slit (Al) 
may be calculated to get the desired characteristic curve. 

P, 

Ao 

J 
I 

J 
I 

Po Pt P2 I 
I .... 

Full load 
I 
I No loadl 

Equation of continuity : 1 .. Stroke ot piston .j 

may be simplifi•d und•r th• condition of oc. o = cC 1 and 
limited to P2 :O(drain), thus : 

~=v'i~,, 
Ao P1 
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This function is dra~.o:n in fig. li {see rage 15) which may be used as an a1o 

in siit calculations. lhe system hcs a certain leakage v1hich shall be treated 
like an a~ditional orcning of the pilot valve. An increase of the still 
pJssible ratio P1/P0 may be a~hieved ty increasing the orifice diameter of the 
thrJtt1e. 

For tne de5ign of the ~ilot valve piston, we select now a stroke by which the 
piston shc~1c mtwe Let..:een "no load 11 and "full load" of the set, of say 12 mn,. 

Also, we have to decide on the minim~m and maximum pressure ratio in the 
respective end positio~s of the pistori. Values of 0,3 and 0,7 at no load and 
ful1 1oa.~ respectively have proven very satisfactory in our tests. Between 
these values the pressure ratic curve should be linear e.g. 10,1 - 0,3) _ 0 0-, 

12 - . ' '(0 

of s~rcke as shc~n in fig. 12. 

1.0 
P/Po 

A 
f', 0.9 

' ' 
l')lj -l "" i "-... 

0.7 

0 
0.6 -

. " T---------,., 
i : ........ 

+ ! '"", 
; ' ' Cl ... 0.5 

411 ... 0.4 ::J 

"' Ill 
Cl.l 0.3 .... 

a.. 
~.2 

0.1 

: I T : 
I I 

~ I r ~ ~~~~r-------~~ 1~, 
: I I ' 
-~-+-+----t--+--+----t-1 ~- ~ 

3 6 91 12 15 18 2!1 24 27 30 (mm) Stroke X 1 

~.mm~ 
Fig.12: Characteristic curve for throttle 1 pilot valve syste: 

Assuming a throttle orifice diameter of 18 11111, the width of slits may now be . --
calculated;, a tabu1ar form, according to the formula P1/P0 ::: -r:-o~.:....l......,_ __ 

(Al/Ao)2 + l or bj u::;ing the diagramme in fig. 11 (r;age 15). 
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The increr:1ent of discharge area (bA) has to be divided by the stroke incremer.t 
{s = 3 rrrn) to get the discharge arc (2a). We execute the piston \'lith two iden
tical slits, arranged symmetrically on the piston. The value of 2a has there
fore to be divided by 2 and of this arc, the chord (c) is calculated. The 
biggest possible discharge arc is limited by the piston.housing and is 1400 
in cur design as ind~cated in fig. 13. C then is the width of the slit at this 
poir.t of the pisttn. Values of c are then plotted into the diagramme in fig. ,~ 

This diagramL:e is later used to find the required cutting depth for the 
respective cutter diameter in fabricating the piston slit. For practical pur
poses the first portion of the curve is simplified as shown with a dotted line. 

:I 
E; I 
El I 

Piston 
-·---1--/ 

~-~/ 

Fig.13; Discharge slit of pilot valve piston 

Table !=Calculation tabte for slit width:At = 254.47mm2 (¢ 18) 
I ! ! I Stroke I P1tPo I At'(mm2) 1l At (mm2) 1 

I i lncl.ieok 6 A 2 a I 
X1 (mm)} design.{- 20m~ (net_!__ · i 

0 i 0.95 i 58 38 ._--+----'!1-----t---i - I 27 9 i 7.7 ; 4.S 
' 3 I 0.9 I 85 65 ! I 

~ 1 1----~,----r-·---+----1 4 2 : , 4 : 12. o 1. o 
I 6 I 0.8 ! 127 107 r------r---+---!1-----1 

~~ t-----+---+, ---+-----1 4 0 : 13.3 , , .4 ! 6. 65 
~l-1-__ 9_~: _0_._7-+1_,_,_67_+--_1_47 __ ~4---,+,---~--~. -~ 

'I ·- 13. 7 , 7 I 6. 83 
_g; 12 I 0.6 : 208 1 188 ,__ ___ · ----+------.,i----1 
II\ ~----t-1 ----+-----+-----! 46 15 3 13.0 7.6 

ts i o. s i 2 s~ _ _l 23 4 ~----~-·-l--··----+-i ---l 
I 1 

1

. 58 , 9 .3 , 6 5 9. 6 
I o. 4 3 12 2 9 2 1--------· ---+-----l----1 

5 ! 7 7 : 2 5 .7 2 2 . 0 12.8 
~~----__ 2_1_1 0._3-4 __ 3_8_9_-+_-__ 36_9--11----~,----+--~--·-~ 
l ~ 117 39.0 33.4 j19.2 

z' i o.2 I soG t.a~_..--2_s_7_j,__a_5_7-+-7-3-.-3 -+-,-o.-o·-
27 I o., 763 743 --

1

--+- , --
~--------~--1 ---+-- -- 346 115.3 98.6 j50.8 

30 0.05 110·9 1~89 

18 
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C<mmlt 
Milling cutler 
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5s T + 
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4. SELECTING SERVO CYLINDER., CLOSING SPRING) fLYBAU.-SPRING AND lEVER PATIO 

OF LINKAGE 

All these components may conveniently be chosen by using a set of calculation 
fonns for each installation. In order to reduce the number of standard com
ponents such as cylinders and springs for different design parameters, the 
design stroke of the pilot valve and the lever ration of the linkage between 
the flyball assembly and pilot valve may be varied. This makes it possible 
to design the governor components for heads from 10 to 40 meters, using only 
three different sizes of servo cylinder, three closing springs with different 
c-values and also three different flyba11 springs. 

4,1. SELECTION OF CYLINDER DIAMETER 

Table II may be used for.a tentative selection of the cylinders diameter. 
Tllis table is based on experience with the gate design as dP.scribed in para. 
2.5. Other designs may require different cylinders and the table si1ould 
therefore serve as a guide only. 

CYLINDER PRESSURE HEAO(m) 

PISTON ~ 10 20 30 1.0 50 60 70 80 

~ 50 

f 60 

" 80 

- 100 I 
CJ 125 -ill 

I 
I 
! 

" 160 -
-

TABLE II= Tentative selection of piston diameter 
If the pressure in the servo cylinder is measured in an actual installation, 

we find that the full static head is equiva1ent to Po in the cylinder only 
at fully closed pilot valve position (Pl/Po = 1). 

!9 1 
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In all other positions, represented by values of P1/P0 , only a fraction 
of the static head is available as the actual cylinder pressure P0 • 

This is shown in fig. 15, where the actual value of P0 is plotted as a 
function of the pressure ratio P1/P0 . The diagramme is again based on 
actual measurements and may have to be corrected for a specific pilot valve 
design and for other pressure heads. 

Po • 
• 0 l 

'l 
0.9 t 

_I 
0.6l 

t/ 
0.7 -.-

1 
I 
I 
I 

I 
0.5 ,-

~~--_,----~--+---+---~----+----~--+---~---+~ 

1 P1/Po 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Fig.15: Available pressure Po along piston stroke 
Testing condition HG= 11m throttle r/J 18mm 

Using fonn MEG 1 - 02 as attached, we may now calculate the cylinder 
forces available at the respective ratio of P1/P0 by multiplying the 
static pressure head by the effective factor of P0 and finally multiplying 
these value~ with the effective cross sectional area of the selected servo 
cylinder. 
(Please refer to design examples in annex I and II.) 
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4.2 SELECTION OF CLOSING SPRING 

Still using form MEG 1 - 02 we calculate now a tentative c-value of the 
closing spring by substracting the cylinder force at P1/P0 = 0,3 from the 
respective value at P1/P0 = 0,7 and by dividing the .. result by the full 
stroke on the gate pushrod from no-load to full load; as shown in the 
examples, we then simply choose the nearest standard spring. 

4.3 DEiERHINHiG REQUIR:D STROKE xl OF THE PILOT VALVE 

Continuing on form MEG 1 - 02 on the left side, we determine nm'l the 
required closing spring forces at no-load {position P1/P0 : 0,3) by adding 
up cylinder forces in this position with turbine gate forces and friction 
inherent in the system (gate forces : + if in opening direction, - if in 
closing direction). 

To find the required ratio of Pl/P0 at full load, we continue on the right 
side of the same forw. by adding the force differential of the closing sprirq 
between stroke 0 and full stroke to the value Fnl found befor~ plus gate 
forces ~nc friction (attention : since we are now investigating the forces 
requirec tc open, the signs for gate forces change, e.g. closing forces + 

and ~penir; forces-). w~th the value found for Ffl, we then find the value 
of P1/P0 by interpolation from the table of servo cylinder forces. The strck, 
required to reach t1e value of P1/P0 at full-load so determined may now be 
found in the diagramme as shown in examples in annex I and II/3. 

LJ .4 FLY-BALL SPRING/LEVt:R-LINKAGE DESIGN 

For these calculations we use the centrifugal pendulum characteristic curves 
from form MEG 1 - 04 (annex I and II/4) where pushrod forces for full/load 
speed may be found at 3 mm stroke and no-load forces at 21 mrn stroke. On 
form MEG 1 - 05 these forces should be entered in the column for a speed 
deviation of: 10% and also for± 7% since we will first try to achieve 
the latter. 

The pilot valve stroke xl is known from previous calculations and the lever 
length lx may be calculated to get this troke by the formula given. We then 
choose one of t~e three flyball spring (FBS 01 - 03) and calculate the sprin~ 

Z/ 
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lever length lx' by the given forrnula for both cases t 10% and ± 7% speed 
deviation. If the result for lx' is outside the possible adjustment range, 
we repeat the procedure with one of the other springs. Finally, we ascer
tain that the calculated maximum. spring deflection is permissible and 
repeat the calculating pro~edJre again with another.spring, if this is not 
the case. 1-!ith this then, all the governor components are determined. 

5. PHYsiCAL DEsiGN AsPECTS OF THE GoVERNOR 

Although the design of the governor is rather simple, it is evident that manufac
turing tolerances will affect performance and trouble-free operation over a long 
time period. Wear will certainly play its role and it can safely be assumed· 
that certain iw.provements will have to be made as experience with the operation 
of the existing design might show. 

5.1 FI:.YE./\LL ASSEt-mLY 

The flybal~ asser;itly is made from mild steel except for bearing pins that 
shouid be hardened. The pushrod is provided with a deep grove ball-bearing 
and is prevented fro~ rotating by the lever linkage that fits into the slot 
at tile pushrod end. The actual flyweights are bolted to their respective 
anns by 1/4 " bolt and nut;these connections shall have to be prevented from 
loosening. The whole assembly is mounted directly on the turbine shaft. 

5.2 THROTTLE PILOT VALVE SYSTEM 

Function : water flows through the throttle into the cylinder and from 
there through the holes in the end cap and the pilot valve piston through 
the cont~ol slits out of the pilot valve housing. 

All parts in contact with water should be made from corrosion free mater~als. 
Since the cylinder end plate is made from aluminium, we have chosen aluminiurr 
for the parts that connect directly to the cylinder. At the entrance to the 
cylinder a bush is screwed-in that takes up the actual throttle. Different 
throttle diameters may therefore be used simply by exchanging this bush. On 
top of the throttle bush a nozzle is screwed to which the flexible plastic 
inlet pipe is connected. At the cylinder outlet side an identical nozzle is 
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screwed directly into the endplate for the connecting flexible pipe to the 
pilot valve inlet. 

The pilot valve assembly is made entirely from brass with a gap between the 
housing ir.ner diameter and the piston of approx. 0,1 rrm. The piston pushrod 
is pressed into the ~iston central bore and secured with a set sere~. The 
whole assembly is fitted into the pilot valve assembly chamber welded up fro;r 

steel sheet with 0-rings as a seal at both ends. In order to provide a 
slight negative pressure for easy water escape, this chamber is provided 
with a drain pipe at the bott~ that reaches just below the tail race level 
(drafttube effect). It is inportant that the pilot valve housing is mounted 
with the two slots exactly in a vertical position and there fixed with a pi~-

5.3 LEVER LINKAGE 

To connect the lever to the pilot valve pushrod without any play, a length 
of flat spring steel of 0,5 mm thickness is used. This provides for slack 
free transmission of the lever movement despite the radial movement of the 
lever as opposed to the linear movement of the pushrod. 
The ~ivot point of the lever is fitted with a br~ss bush that fits clearance 
free onto ~ts beari~g pin. Care must however be taken to keep friction to 
a minimum. At the spring end of the lever, a slot is provided that pennits 
to vary the spring ltver length. 

5,4 GOVERNOR FIW'E AND BASE 

The frame of the govE:!fnor consists of a angle reinforced plate that accomo
dates the pi1ot valve chaw.ber, and the adjustable spring take-up plate. 
Bores in the chamber, the height of the bearing pin support and its bore and 
the slots in the bottom of the frame are all machined after welding up the 
frame to provide for accuracy of alignment and the relative positions of 
bores and slots. The )ase consists of another plate that is fitted directly 
to the turbine frame. By providing long~tudinal slots in the base and with 
lateral slots in the frame, it becomes possible to adjust the relative 
position of the whole frame assembly in relation to the flyball assembly for 
adjus~ing the designed lever ratio of the linkage bar. The relative height 

.and alignment of this lever may be adjusted by three sets of bolts and nuts 
that connect the frame to ~he base. 
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5.5 THE HYDRAULIC CYLINDER AS5EHBLY 

We have been using pne~matic cylinders made from stainless ~eel and with 
aluminium endplates. The cylinder is rear trunion mounted to a cylinder 
support to allow for the slight up and down movement imposed by the gate 
pushrod. For the same reason, a flexible rubber bellows is fixed to the 
gate pushrod and the bellows holder on the turbine. This bellows serves 
to prevent water leakage from the turbine. 

The connection between cylinder pushrod and gate pushrod finally is made 
by threadir.g the cylinder pushrod into the internal thread at the end of 
the gate pushrod. Closing spring take-up bushes with suitable dimensions are 
provided for to held the spring in plac·e. At the gate pushrod side, a 
adjusting nut is provided on the threaded part of the gate pushrod, to make 
the adjustment of the tension of the closing spring possible. 
On the top of the cylinder end plate, a air-bleeding screw should be provi
ded, so that the air can be bled initially. 

6. GoVERNOR TuNING 

6,1 STATIC AD~USTI~ENTS (in running condition) 

6.1.1 Hold lever linkage with flyball-pushrod at postion of full load 
(2i rrm stroke). 

6.1.2 Adjust pilot-valve to designed P1/P0 ratio;measurement by pressure 
gauges. 

6.1.3 Adjust closing spring at full loading of turbine to reach full load speed 
(N - 7% ev. 10%), 

or a 1 t e r n a t i v e 1 y 

1.1 hold lever linkage at position of no load (flyball pushrod stroke 3 mm). 

1.2 Adjust piiot-valve to pressure ratio P.1/P0 = 0,3. 

1.3 Adjust closing spring to get a no load speed of N + 7% (10%). 

1.4 Check either no-load or full load speed (N- 7% ev. 10%) 
a} vary closing spring tension and/or pilot valve position slightly to 

optimise speed; re-c~eck 1.1; 
b) vary lever length lx to increase or decrease pilot valve piston stroke 

to increase and decrease speed respectively. 
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6.2 DYNAMlC ADJUSTHENT 

6.2.1 Adjust design lever length lx'. re-do 1.3 

6.2.2 Adjust spring tension to reach no load speed (at no-load). 

6.2.3 Check sreed at full load, if incorrect, vary lx 1• 

6.2.4 If system is instable under varying load conditions, increase speed 
deviation by increasing lx 1 and decreasing flyba11 spring tension. 

6.2.5 If system is ~table at all loading points but is not acting (insensitive) 
at small load changes, decrease speed deviation by decreasing lx 1 and 
increasing pre-teP~ion of spring. 

j 

zs 
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DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR GO\I'ERNOR ~T~ LNc 
Gross heaod {H.total): ------~ _____ m, F1lter head ( H F) ______ -,· _3,"? m 

Gov•rnor heed (HG) _ ___ ;?...'::L~"'- __ m 

Turbine sp£'ed: ----~_;:.?,{:~'. __ RPM 

Strok(' on regulator shaft:_ _. ?S-r _1(/?.L'I-1'_ 

1. t!ydrauLic cylind~r: 

Stroke required: Y (mm): 

¢of piston f piston rod (em); 

Effective piston area: Ap(cm2): 

Ord£'r specification : 

2. Turbine gate operation: 

- _eq_._I_JJt_H_---- -- .. 

"-or_; / .2c:> - ----- -~-:'- -- ------ ---

-- - {1._7 J_qt!.~--- -·-
.B.lbu~-- {f;Q_f15C> __________ _ 

Pilot valve charactP.risk 

P1jPo __.,. 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 07 07S -~ 

I Etl•ctl. factor of Po C20 0.24 0.28 0.32 0,42 0.47 0.52 0.57 0 62 
! 

068 ! 

. I i ssur avmlable- 1 

i '£' p 2 r..£/fb.l]" -~ Qk!f:_ CL~ {/.'- AJL 125. {£.?}!; i.J~i !h 0 :_IJ' -- !·:: ~ ~? i~U ... t:_ ·~ 

I 
I I FortE'· ovoilablewith i 

) 2._ j .-, ··-
i Ap =- __ _!t:._, -lL!.~·---1 :.~!...~. ~ ... { 3it..CJ _/fCJ_ .$~~ ~/.1 _4_$_ t.C~ 11?.- £¥. ,:j 

-- - i 

T 
. . . . Fo7-Fo3 = 1=n.2-3.C.{=D.skchoosenearest 

entat!ve closmg spr;ng ~elttct1on: y . C _::::(;<JLIC -----standara spring 

-<:;:>-.Spec__c_~~Q·~.l~~~J\'!-~J-~i'f/..m.~ !::.. F : C•Y=tl/JE:. .. t_•~lf_::-_~.:.<s./t. _ls'i-f __ 
Required ccuntfr force of spring(toclow) Requirfd force of cyl. pushrod in full load 
in n(r\ood position ( P1/ft: 0.3) position (to open) 

Forcpocyl.pushrod : ____ ~.j___ Fnl · ··········· :--~~-~1 ____ _ 
Force inhtrtnt in gate(!);_ _ _:-_ _7_____ 6F ·· · · · · · · : ____ ~_:S._.:+ ___ _ 

+ Fr•'ct•'on .10 F · h · ( ) · + 3-..:t orce m erent m gate! ·- ________ ... 

Fnl (spring force) total 3~.~__kgf. +Friction • ==i.f? ...... ___ --=---=

F fl (force cyl.pushrod . :.:--=~~."~~~!: 
=C> P1/ Po<at full load)...;:__ ..{2 L:!?..~"' 

3. Selection of throttle ~/pilot valve stroke ; 
-throttle = ___________ .1-6~ ____ mm· Stroke Xt = _______ _j.J- /) ____ mm 

Designer ___ _}~ ______________ _ Datto_ d. 3 ,_{j_ 

MECHANICAL GOVEROR MEG -1 
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·x ·rat vatve MEG1 /Pv- 01 

·- \ 
Throttle <D ..... 22 20 18 16 14 

x, A., I P1tPc ' \ 

(mm) (mm2} .. '\ 

0 58 0}98 0.,97 o:&s 
4 

0,95 0,92 
5 I 113 0,92 0,89 0,84 0,76 0,65 
G 127 0,90 0,86 0,80 0,71 0,60 
7 140 0,88 0,83 0,77 0,67 0,55 
8 ]5q 0,86 0,81 0,73 0,63 0,50 
9 lf,7 0,84 0,78 ·. 0,70 0,59 0,46 I 

I 
10 181 0,82 0,75 0,66 0,55 0,L!2 
11 194 I 0 .. 79 0,72 0,63 0,52 0,39 
J2 200 0.~77 0,70 . Q,fi) 0,48 0,35 

I 

13 223 0,74 Ol~ 0.,57 0,45 0.~32 
I 

I 
l 

I I 

I 
14 I 239 0,72 0 .. 63 0.,53 0.,41 0,29 
JS 254 I 0,69 0160 0.,50 0,39 0,27 I I I 

I 15 I ,.........., o,oo 0.,57 0,46 0,35 0_,24 I L.f) I I 
I 

17 29:5 i 0,63 0.,53 0,43 
I 

I I 0,32 0,22 I ' I 

I 18 I 31? 0_,50 0150 0.,40 0,29 0_,20 I 
I I 

19 338 I 0,% 0,46 0.,~ 0126 0.~17 I 
I 

I I 
20 I 363 0,52 0,43 0.,33 0,23 0,].5 l .,, 

389 O,te 0,39 . 0.,30 0,21 0,13 L.l I 

l2 428 O,l-14 0,35 0,26 0,18 0,11 I 

23 467 0,_40 0,31 0,23 0,16 0,10 
24 5C6 O,iJ 0,28 0 .. 20 0,14 0,00 
25 592 0,29 0,22 0,16 0,10 0,({) 
30 11G9 0,11 0,07 0,05 0,03 0,02 

I I 

"----· 

===C>SELECTION OF THROTTLE I PILOT VALVE COMBINATION 
I 

MECHANICAL GOVERNOR MEG 1 
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PILOT VALVE:PV-01 

7 

G _;.._ 

I 
-i-

I 
I s --+-
1 
i -i 
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I 
I 
I .4T 
I 

-t-

.3---------------------
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j 
I 
I 

-L 
I 
I 
' 

1 ~! 
i 

+ I 
i -r--- +----~---7 - --I --!-l ---+----;----+-+--+---+---+--+ .... 

5 10 . \5 20 25 30 Strokt 
x,(mm) 

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FOR DIFFERENT THROTTLE 
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standard stroke 18 mm 
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· Force : Fs 

Deflection: x' 
EJv.ball assay~ 
Foret: Fx 
Stroke : x =18 

Pivot 

DATA :Turbine speed:NT=_G":·~_RPM 

p .N --?-. rOJ. o ___ ::;:;:.~- __ 

fil2.1~alv: 
Force~O 

. Stroke x, 

x1 = ____ 1_?/J.. mrn 

1 x = x lx 1 = 18 . 8 0 _- · ~g • ~- AU. 0 m m 
X I X 1 - ~ l. .lj -- -l- t- --

~--------------------------·--------- ---·--·-· 

4.=¢> Lever ler"g!h lx': CFx from diagram.m: MEG1 -04) 

~n! l C '1. 

~ Spring : ________ C = __ Q.1_/_ ~ _ _ Spring : ________ C = _ 0, t?. __ 

n max:..,_<;g~_RPM--+-Fmox:3iL~-kp nmax:_$6~~-RPM ... Fmox: $?•, ~kp 

n min :9::f..7'.._RPM--Fmin ..13Lit _k nmin :_ -~~- RPM...,Fmin :_14-,.2.. kp 

6 Fx =-- __ _1.$.1~- kp .6. Fx : ___ .. (~:_~_/__kp 

lx'= 

=t> SP-ring deflection 6 x': 

Max. defl~ction at no load: 

/\ . : Fmax·lx.~-N..(."-= ::;6 .. ?.. mm 
L..l.X 2 lx!C 272. t•D.ft- ------

Pr~ttension at full load: 

I\ I . F min · lx • {~~. 4- · ff(.0-c , 2_ f I t\ 1 fit:ft ' {11.~= 36 . if m m 
L..:> x~. tx1• C -2H.l- •O.fl. - ;? __ L __ mm ~x1 : 2~· o.l~ --- -· -· --- · · ·--

-~----------------

Design~r .. __ _ _J£2' Date _ _ f,_Cf._-J_c;_ ·- _ --

MECHANICAL GOVERNOR MEG 1 
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Name of installation _____ ~l.}z~21 ;C,...fl_l(- _ _ __ _ __ __ ProjNo _ ::s--~;-· 

Paramttt•rs ace. to. form MEG 1- (J1: 

LOAD (N) 

Spring constant : 

//( 
I I ._ 

I ~ ~ 
I I -d: 
I I V., 

/ I i ~ 
I I _~I 

: A~ 4 ....;·7 N;mm )" . ·- --

-- : ! i _ _l 

, 1 t .... DEFLECTION (mm) 

I I I 

~~ok~-~~----~.l- .. J:L~~-~- __ I 
~------- ____ Ll-~ 

N 
__ / 

/ 

Nacliv~··;ls!/~~-

Spring 

~- ~-~~s~--i c£:·_r_~-~ :.&.w.hA.bJ.tv-
I 

~------ -- ----·- _LJ_ ·--.------ ·- ·--~ 

Da~e: __ t~ !l~ _:j!j_ _____ _ 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1 3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

4 

2 

Item 

End cap 

Piston 16 

Piston 18 

Piston 20 

Piston housing 

Push rod 

Inlet nozzle 

Flange 

1 Threaded Flange 

Set Screw 

Q-ring 

Q-ring 

Governor base 

! Hex.hettd bolt 

Rubber gasket 

Part list 

Drawing No. 

PV1-01 

PV1-02 

PV1-03 

PV1-04 

PV1-05 

PV 1-06 

PV1-07 

PV1-08 

PV 1-08 

PV1-09 

MECHANICAL GOVERNOR 

Specification 

Brass rod 31f2 '' 

Brass rod 3'' 

Brass rod 3" ALTER NATIVE 

Brass rod 3• 

Brass rod 31/2'' 

Brass rod 3/t." 

Brass rod 31J2" 

M.S Plate 1 Omm 

M.S.Plate 10mm 

M4X10.DIN 915 

64.5 X 3 

74.5 X 3 

0 5 X cP 70 X 79 

MEG 1/ PV 1-00.0 
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NO 1 
BRASS ROD cP 31j2' 

:NO CAP 

.L.Lil.;J ...... V.a lv e . . ;;;;.;;;.· . '"'¥ r , 

-1----,.-

'\j=' '_j_ ~-> ~t 
'-" , ' 

.. ! d·5 
DETAIL@ 
SCALE 2:1 

SCALE 1:1 
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